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By M Ayodele Heath

Brick Road Poetry Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.M. Ayodele Heath is a poet so fierce, so tender, so
(rightly) angry, so generous of heart and spirit that I am 1) grateful, and 2) reminded again and
again why I love poetry, why I have reason to love poetry: because it can be like this! - Thomas Lux,
author of God Particles In this electrifying first collection of poems, Ayodele Heath explores
otherness -- Black otherness, Southern otherness, African otherness, his otherness which becomes
our otherness and everyone s otherness -- with such heat and such heart and such precision and
magic that the words fairly fly off the page. This is language swooning and falling in love with itself;
consonants sharp as fangs and clean/ as bone. Here are poems burning the pages in my eyes;
poems that are sharp, hip, sassy and smart as whips, taut as drums; poems full of beauty and horror
and passion, unpredictable at every turn. This is the kind of poetry that keeps poetry alive. - Cecilia
Woloch, author of Carpathia The words of M. Ayodele Heath are a foam which...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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